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Abstract–Paqueite (Ca3TiSi2[Al,Ti,Si]3O14; IMA 2013-053) and burnettite (CaVAlSiO6; IMA
2013-054) are new refractory minerals, occurring as euhedral to subhedral crystals within
aluminous melilite in A-WP1, a type A Ca-Al-rich inclusion, and CGft-12, a compact type
A (CTA) from the Allende CV3 carbonaceous chondrite. Type paqueite from A-WP1 has
an empirical formula of (Ca2.91Na0.11)Ti

4+Si2(Al1.64Ti
4+

0.90Si0.24V
3+

0.12Sc0.07Mg0.03)O14, with
a trigonal structure in space group P321 and cell parameters a = 7.943 Å, c = 4.930 Å,
V = 269.37 Å3, and Z = 1. Paqueite’s general formula is Ca3TiSi2(Al,Ti,Si)3O14 and the
endmember formula is Ca3TiSi2(Al2Ti)O14. Type burnettite from CGft-12 has an empirical
formula of Ca1.01(V

3+
0.56Al0.25Mg0.18)(Si1.19Al0.81)O6. It assumes a diopside-type C2/c

structure with a = 9.80 Å, b = 8.85 Å, c = 5.36 Å, β = 105.6°, V = 447.7 Å3, and Z = 4.
Burnettite’s general formula is Ca(V,Al,Mg)AlSiO6 and the endmember formula is
CaVAlSiO6. Paqueite and burnettite likely originated as condensates, but the observed grains
may have crystallized from local V-rich melts produced during a later thermal event. For
CGft-12, the compositions of paqueite, clinopyroxene, and perovskite suggest that type As
drew from two distinct populations of grains. Hibonite grains drew from multiple populations,
but these were well mixed and not equilibrated prior to incorporation into type A host melilite.

INTRODUCTION

Ca-Al-rich inclusions (CAIs) in meteorites are the
products of processes that occurred during the early
evolution of the solar system. Although bulk
compositions of these objects provide some clues to
process (e.g., Beckett & Grossman, 1988; Grossman
et al., 2000), it is in the constituent minerals that
most of the information lies. New minerals present
opportunities to examine responses to aspects of
environments that may have been less well recorded, or
even gone unrecorded, by the other phases present in an
inclusion (e.g., Ma et al., 2014b).

Allende fluffy type A (FTA) inclusions are CAIs
uniquely posed to explore processes in the early solar
system, both in the nebular environments where they
presumably formed and in planetary settings, where they
were commonly metasomatized (Krot et al., 2021;

MacPherson & Grossman, 1984). However, their
potentially complex histories also pose problems in
interpretation. It is, for example, known that oxygen
isotopic distributions in melilite from FTAs tend to be
sharply divided between relatively 16O-rich and 16O-poor
regions (Katayama et al., 2012; Kawasaki et al., 2012), as
is also observed for Al-Mg isotopic compositions
(Kawasaki et al., 2017). These observations have been
interpreted both in terms of changing oxygen reservoirs
during condensation of melilite within the solar nebula
and metasomatic alteration on a parent body (e.g.,
Kawasaki et al., 2017; Krot et al., 2008). FTA inclusions
are especially important CAIs because they are composed
primarily of coarse-grained melilite crystals that may be
direct vapor to solid condensates (e.g., Kawasaki et al.,
2017; MacPherson & Grossman, 1984). If so, the large
grain sizes offer analytical opportunities that are
absent in fine-grained, nonigneous inclusions. Moreover,
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inclusions in a condensate melilite provide information
on condensation, metamorphic, and/or partial melting
processes that predate the host melilite.

Like FTAs, compact type A (CTA) inclusions consist
mostly of coarse-grained melilite, but these objects were
heated enough to cause substantial to complete melting,
and volatilization with large losses of Mg and Si, as
evidenced by enrichments in the heavy isotopes of these
elements (e.g., Clayton et al., 1988; Grossman et al.,
2008; Mendybaev et al., 2017). CTAs were subsequently
heated again (e.g., Davis et al., 2010; Jacobsen et al.,
2008), sometimes resulting in recrystallization of melilite
and sometimes in partial to complete melting and partial
exchange of oxygen isotopes (e.g., Aléon et al., 2018;
Grossman et al., 2000; Simon et al., 1999; Suzumura
et al., 2021). This later event(s) would have overprinted
features produced by or preceding major Mg-Si
volatilization. Thus, some CTAs display axiolitic growth
textures of melilite, indicative of crystallization from a
melt, whereas, in others, melilite crystals have straight
grain boundaries and 120° triple junctions, indicative of
metamorphic recrystallization. Both FTAs and CTAs
generally contain inclusions of spinel, perovskite,
hibonite, metal alloys, and davisite/grossmanite. CTAs
may contain grains predating the melting event(s), so that
the inclusions potentially provide evidence for conditions
before, during, and after the most recent major thermal
event.

Phase compositions and mineral assemblages in
CTAs and FTAs are similar, but there are some notable
exceptions. For example, rhönite is observed in some
CTAs (e.g., Floss et al., 2004; Fuchs, 1971; Simon et al.,
1999; Teshima & Wasserburg, 1985), but has not been
reported in FTAs, although FTAs occasionally contain
the structurally related phase, addibischoffite (Ma et al.,
2017). Melilite compositions overlap, but the most
magnesian melilites are invariably found in CTAs and
the most aluminous in FTAs (e.g., MacPherson &
Grossman, 1984).

Vanadium is an underappreciated indicator element
in nebular environments. It is moderately refractory
and present at wt% levels in both refractory and
ultrarefractory phases such as clinopyroxene, hibonite,
perovskite, spinel, and warkite in CAIs (e.g., Allen
et al., 1978; Armstrong et al., 1985; El Goresy et al.,
2002; Ma et al., 2020; Simon et al., 1996). Yet, it is
often not even analyzed. This lack of respect may stem
from the flexibility of V in responding to a wide variety
of environments. Indeed, vanadium can substitute into
high-temperature, primary phases, but it is also found
in high concentrations in secondary phases like
magnetite (e.g., Armstrong et al., 1985; Ma et al.,
2014a, 2014b). In this work and the companion paper
(Ma et al., 2021), we take advantage of the wide

distribution of V among phases in Allende type A
inclusions to establish some basic constraints on the
behavior of V in the nebula and, after accretion, on the
Allende parent body, and use V, along with other
elements, to infer sequences of events and sources of
material reflected in the observed inclusions.

During a nanomineralogy investigation of type A
inclusions in the Allende CV3 meteorite, we discovered
three new minerals, paqueite (Ca3TiSi2[Al,Ti,Si]3O14),
burnettite (CaV3+AlSiO6), and beckettite (Ca2V

3+
6

Al6O20), and the terrestrially known but new-to-
meteorite mineral baghdadite (Ca3[Zr,Ti]Si2O9). These
phases all occur in a V-rich, type A inclusion A-WP1
from USNM 7617 and two (paqueite and burnettite)
occur in CGft-12, an Allende CTA (Fig. 1). A-WP1 was
previously studied by Paque (1985, 1989) and Paque
et al. (1986, 1994, 2008). These authors referred to this
heavily altered inclusion as an FTA. However, in view
of the unusually large melilite crystals (200–400 μm) and
unusual included phases, we use a less specific term,
type A, for this inclusion.

In this work, we emphasize the chemistry, structure,
and petrologic context for two of the new minerals:
1. Paqueite is a new Ca-, Ti-rich silicate mineral.

Chemically similar phases have been studied in a
variety of CAIs from carbonaceous chondrites (e.g.,
Caillet Komorowski et al., 2007; El Goresy et al.,
1984; Krot et al., 2007; Paque et al., 1994) and in
run products from synthetic systems (Barber &
Agrell, 1994; Barber et al., 1994; Beckett & Stolper,
1994; Scheuermann et al., 2000).

2. Burnettite is a V-rich clinopyroxene and a new
member of the diopside group. It has been
synthesized (Taran & Ohashi, 2012) but not
previously described in a natural setting.

In the present study, we describe paqueite and
burnettite in the type A inclusion A-WP1 and CTA
CGft-12 and consider their origin(s) and implications
for the evolution of CAIs and, especially of type As, in
the early solar system. Preliminary results of this work
are given by Ma and Beckett (2016). Beckettite, a third
new refractory mineral discovered in A-WP1, is the
subject of a companion paper (Ma et al., 2021).
Baghdadite, which occurs as a single grain in A-WP1
(Ma, 2018), will be described in a separate publication.

MINERAL NAMES AND TYPE MATERIALS

The two new minerals paqueite (IMA 2013-053)
and burnettite (IMA 2013-054) have been approved by
the Commission on New Minerals, Nomenclature, and
Classification of the International Mineralogical
Association (Ma, 2013a, 2013b). Burnettite is named in
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honor of Donald S. Burnett (b. 1937), a cosmochemist
at the California Institute of Technology with an
extensive publication record on nucleosynthesis,
abundances of the elements, trace element analytical
techniques, and properties of lunar and meteoritic
materials, both through measurements on natural
materials and experiments on synthetic analogs (e.g.,
Burnett, 2006; Burnett et al., 1965, 2015; Burnett &
Wasserburg, 1967; Burnett & Woolum, 1977; Connolly
& Burnett, 1999; Jones & Burnett, 1987; LaTourette &
Burnett, 1992). The name paqueite is in honor of Julie
M. Paque (b. 1958), who is also a cosmochemist at the
California Institute of Technology. Her work has
emphasized analytical and experimental approaches to
understanding the nature of CAIs in meteorites (e.g.,
Paque et al., 1994, 2000, 2009, 2013; Stolper & Paque,
1986). Two of her publications are devoted to the phase
that is being named paqueite (Barber et al., 1994; Paque
et al., 1994).

Type burnettite occurs in CGft-12, an Allende type
A inclusion from the Field Museum of Chicago, IL,
USA (catalog # ME2639-23.2), not to be confused with
the FTA CG-12, which was studied by MacPherson and
Grossman (1984). CGft-12 also contains paqueite. Type
paqueite occurs within a polished section of Allende in
the type A CAI A-WP1, which is deposited under
catalog # USNM 7617 in the Smithsonian Institution’s
National Museum of Natural History, Washington DC,
USA. The CAI A-WP1 also hosts the first meteoritic
occurrence of baghdadite and the holotype material for
a third new mineral, beckettite. The latter phase is
described in a companion paper (Ma et al., 2021).

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) were used to characterize chemical
compositions and structures of the new minerals and
associated phases. EPMA was conducted at the
California Institute of Technology on a JEOL 8200
electron microprobe using the Probe for EPMA
program from Probe Software, Inc. operated at 10 kV
and low beam currents, 5 or 10 nA, in order to
minimize activation volumes for the often-tiny grains of
interest. Counting times were 20 s on peak and we used
the MAN (Donovan & Tingle, 1996) background
correction. ScPO4 (ScKα), zircon (ZrLα), TiO2 (TiKα),
anorthite (SiKα, AlKα, CaKα), fayalite (FeKα), YPO4

(YLα), V2O5 (VKα), forsterite (MgKα), and albite
(NaKα) were used as standards and analyses were
processed using the CITZAF correction procedure of
Armstrong (1995). We also obtained backscatter
electron images (BSE) and analyzed grains using an

Fig. 1. a) Backscattered electron (BSE) image showing the
type A CAI A-WP1 in USNM 7617 and areas containing
paqueite and burnettite. b) BSE image of a portion of
compact type A CGft-12. c) CGft-12. Close-up of region
outlined by rectangle in (b). Rectangles indicate areas of
enlargement shown in Fig. 2. (Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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Oxford INCA X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometer
(EDS) mounted on a ZEISS 1550 VP field emission
SEM with data processed using the XPP correction
procedure of Pouchou and Pichoir (1991) and Oxford
factory internal standards. EBSD was also conducted
on the SEM using an HKL (now Oxford) EBSD
system. The thin sections of A-WP1 and CGft-12 were
vibro-polished and the SEM operated at 20 kV and
4 nA for these measurements, with a focused beam, a
70° tilt, and in variable pressure mode. This approach
allowed the use of uncoated samples. The EBSD system
was calibrated using a single-crystal silicon standard.
Methods used for EBSD are described in detail by Ma
and Rossman (2008, 2009b). Micro-Raman analysis was
carried out with a Renishaw inViaTM Qontor Raman
microscope using a green laser (514 nm) averaging five
scans at ~1.0 mW power on the sample in a confocal
mode with a 100× objective lens. In all cases, samples
were analyzed in random orientation.

RESULTS

Occurrence and Appearance

The Allende meteorite fell in and near Pueblito de
Allende, Chihuahua, Mexico, on February 8, 1969
(Clarke et al., 1971). This CV3 carbonaceous chondrite
is probably the most heavily studied meteorite in
existence and results of these studies have greatly
influenced current thinking about processes, timing, and
chemistry in the primitive solar nebula and in small
planetary bodies. Allende continues to be a source of
new information on materials produced in the early
solar system. For example, paqueite and burnettite are
just 2 of 19 new minerals discovered in Allende since
2007 (e.g., Ma, 2015; Ma et al., 2020, 2021).

All of the new minerals occur in A-WP1, an
~800 × 1200 μm fragment of a highly altered, coarse-
grained, melilite-rich type A inclusion (Fig. 1a). Large
grains (100–300 μm across) of patchily zoned aluminous
melilite (mole% åkermanite, Ak8-19) contain included
spinel (up to 50 μm across) and sparse perovskite,
decorating spinel or as isolated inclusions, along with
rare hibonite and refractory metal nuggets. Paqueite
occurs in A-WP1 as euhedral to subhedral single
crystals, 0.5–2 μm in size, included in melilite (Fig. 2).
A-WP1 was an attractive target for study by early
workers because it contained V-rich phases. Spinel (1.7–
5.4 wt% V2O3) and hibonite (0.5–1.8 wt% V2O3) are
present and coulsonite (FeV2O4) occurs as an exsolution
phase within V-, Mg-rich hercynite, which is found in
heavily altered regions of the inclusion. One isolated
grain of baghdadite (Ca3[Zr,Ti]Si2O9) is present. Paque
(1989) also reported V-rich alloys in A-WP1. These

Fig. 2. a) Enlarged BSE image of rectangular region of A-
WP1 outlined in Fig. 1a and labeled “paqueite.” b) Close-up
view of paqueite and burnettite in CGft-12. These grains are in
the rectangular outlined regions depicted in Fig. 1c. c) BSE
image of paqueite from CGft-12 included in grossmanite. This
is the type paqueite. The image also encompasses an isolated
prismatic crystal of paqueite. (Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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analyses were likely contaminated by very small
associated V-rich clinopyroxenes, but reported
compositions of alloys in Paque (1989) are consistent
with those obtained in this study, if the reported V is
ignored. Although some phases in A-WP1 and CGft-12
are extremely V-rich, the phase chemistries are often
typical of type As. In particular, spinel and hibonite
from other type As can show comparable V contents
(see below), so some conclusions regarding A-WP1 and
CGft-12 are likely applicable more generally to type A
CAIs and the V-rich phases provide a potential new
portal into processes in the early solar system.

Paqueite and burnettite, including the type
burnettite, occur in the CTA CGft-12. This inclusion
(Fig. 1b) is 8 × 3 mm in section and consists of large,
partially altered melilite crystals (Ak13-45) with
subordinate included grains. In A-WP1, burnettite
occurs as one euhedral crystal, 2 μm in size (Fig. 3a). It
is more common and larger (3–16 μm) in CGft-12
(Fig. 3b). Baghdadite was not observed in CGft-12, but
spinel, perovskite, davisite, grossmanite, hibonite, and
rare Ni-rich (Ni0.68Fe0.30Co0.02) and Ru-Os-Fe-Ir-
enriched (Ru0.48Os0.27Fe0.18Ir0.03Ni0.02) alloys were.

As part of this study, we also examined two
Allende FTAs, ALH1 and TS-28, from the Field
Museum collection. These inclusions were previously
studied by MacPherson and Grossman (1984) and
Simon et al. (2001), respectively. Neither of these FTAs
was found to contain any of the new minerals described
in this work or in Ma et al. (2021), although ALH1
does contain V-bearing grossmanite (up to 2.0 wt%
V2O3).

For many new minerals, the initial description of
the named mineral also provides the first known
occurrence. Paqueite, however, has a history. Allen
et al. (1978) noted the presence of fine needles of a
phase with a roughly square cross section that may
have been paqueite. They did not attempt to
characterize the chemistry but noted that the phase
occurred sparsely in the FTA CG-11 and “in other
coarse-grained Allende inclusions.” They also noted that
the phase frequently aligned parallel or perpendicular to
the (001) cleavage of host melilite and inferred that it
was an exsolution product. El Goresy et al. (1984)
described a likely grain of paqueite in melilite within a
compound collection of mostly hibonite–spinel
spherules. Their grain had significant concentrations of
the heavy rare earth elements (REE; 0.1–0.3 wt%) and
established the occurrence of this phase outside that of
coarse-grained inclusions (i.e., this phase was unlikely to
have been an exsolution product of melilite), although it
retains a strong association of paqueite with melilite.
Paque et al. (1994) described likely paqueite in a variety
of type A (coarse-grained; melilite-dominant) and type

B (coarse-grained; subequal amounts of melilite, Ti3+-
bearing clinopyroxene, and MgAl2O4 spinel) CAIs,
including A-WP1. The grains of likely paqueite were
invariably enclosed in melilite. Caillet Komorowski
et al. (2007) observed likely paqueite in melilite in White
Angel, an FTA from Leoville (CV3). The various modes
of occurrence are consistent with, but do not require,
more than one mode of origin (e.g., exsolution,
condensation, crystallization from a melt). There is
nevertheless a universal association of paqueite with
melilite in meteoritic occurrences. Paqueite has also
been reported in a variety of synthetic systems, most
notably in cooling rate experiments on CAI-like bulk
compositions conducted at 1 atm and in a slag (Barber
& Agrell, 1994; Barber et al., 1994; Beckett & Stolper,

Fig. 3. BSE images showing burnettite. a) Area of A-WP1
enclosed in rectangle in Fig. 1a showing general petrographic
context for this grain. b) Enlarged BSE image of the type
burnettite grain from CGft-12. The general petrographic
context for this grain is shown in Fig. 1c within the area
labeled “burnettite.” (Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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1994). However, Scheuermann et al. (2000) also
produced paqueite at 1.5 GPa in experiments on the
system Ca2Al2Si2O8-CaTiSiO5 (i.e., anorthite–titanite)
where no melilite was present. These experimental
results suggest that paqueite has a broad range of
stability, or at least metastability, in terms of bulk
composition, pressure, and temperature.

Burnettite occurs as a single isolated 2 μm crystal
enclosed in melilite in A-WP1 (Fig. 3a) and as multiple
grains, up to 15 μm across, in CGft-12 (Fig. 3b). The
only previously described meteoritic pyroxenes with
high concentrations of V that we are aware of (9.0–
10.3 wt% V2O3) occur as rims on an opaque
assemblage in an Allende igneous CAI (Armstrong
et al., 1985). V2O3 contents of the Armstrong et al.
(1985) clinopyroxenes are within the range observed for
burnettite in this study (9.2–9.5 wt% V2O3 for A-WP1
and 11.5–18.8 wt% V2O3 for CGft-12). However, Mg is
the dominant octahedral cation in these clinopyroxenes.
Thus, in spite of their very high concentrations of V,
the clinopyroxenes of Armstrong et al. (1985) are V-rich
diopsides and not burnettites.

Physical and Optical Properties

Color, luster, streak, hardness, tenacity, cleavage,
fracture, density, and optical properties of paqueite and
burnettite were not determined experimentally because
of the small grain sizes or because the available section
was optically thick. For burnettite, these properties are
likely to be similar to those of synthetic burnettite
(Taran & Ohashi, 2012) and other synthetic and natural
Ca-clinopyroxenes. Neither burnettite nor paqueite
shows cathodoluminescence under the electron beam.
The densities, calculated from their crystal structures
and the empirical formulas, as described below, are
3.39 g cm−3 for paqueite from A-WP1 and 3.44 g cm−3

for burnettite from CGft-12. Scheurmann et al. (2000)
obtained a higher density, 4.01 g cm−3, for paqueite
synthesized at 1.5 GPa.

Spectroscopy

Raman spectra of paqueite, burnettite, and adjacent
melilite crystals in CGft-12 are shown in Fig. 4 (spectra
of the much smaller grains of both burnettite and
paqueite in A-WP1 were completely dominated by
melilite spectral components superimposed upon a
strong, underlying broad fluorescence). A modest
baseline correction to remove background curvature
was performed on the melilite prior to its presentation.
Peak positions of the prominent bands in the spectra of
burnettite, paqueite, and melilite are labeled. In the
spectra of both burnettite and paqueite, minor features

marked by asterisks indicate contributions from the
host melilite (compare with the melilite spectrum). Also
shown in Fig. 4 is a comparison of the burnettite
spectrum to the spectra of two other meteoritic
clinopyroxenes from CAIs with M1 sites dominated by
trivalent cations, namely, davisite (ideally, CaScAlSiO6)
and grossmanite (ideally, CaTi3+AlSiO6). These were
taken from Ma and Rossman (2009a, 2009c),
respectively. There is an appreciable degree of similarity
of the spectrum of burnettite to that of grossmanite.
Similar features can also be seen in the spectrum for
davisite, although there appears to be contamination in
the observed davisite spectrum from other phases.

Crystallography

For each new mineral, the structure was determined
and cell constants obtained by matching the
experimental EBSD patterns with calculated patterns
defined by related structures. Analytical procedures are
described above. In this section, we describe the results
of the EBSD measurements and give brief descriptions
of the structures for two of the new minerals, paqueite
and burnettite, and consider how the structures might
impact the crystal chemistry.

EBSD patterns of paqueite match only to the P321
trigonal structure of synthetic Ca3TiSi2(Al,Ti,Si)3O14

from Scheuermann et al. (2000), with a mean angular
deviation of 0.46°, showing a = 7.943 Å, c = 4.930 Å,
V = 269.37 Å3, and Z = 1 (Fig. 5a). The structure
consists of a tetrahedral layer perpendicular to [001]
with two distinct tetrahedral sites, one occupied solely
by Si and the other, larger, site containing a mixture of
Si, Al, and Ti. This layer alternates with octahedral
layers containing mostly Ti. Due to their relatively large
size, it is expected that Ti3+ and V3+, if present, would
substitute predominately into the octahedral site (i.e.,
essentially all Ti in the tetrahedral site is quadrivalent).
Calcium is located in eight distorted coordinated sites
dictated by the tetrahedral layer and large ion
lithophiles, like the REE, will also likely substitute into
these sites. For the trivalent REE, charge balancing
paired substitutions (or defects) would be required.
Paqueite is not structurally related to other minerals
(i.e., it would be the founding and only member of a
paqueite group), but there are hundreds of known
synthetic P321 germanates and langasites that are
isotypic with paqueite (e.g., Kaminskii et al., 1984; Mill0

et al., 1983; Reinhardt et al., 2018). These materials are
important potential laser and light emitting diode
phosphors and find use as acoustic wave filters and
electro-optic Q-switches. Most were synthesized in air at
elevated temperatures and ambient pressure. However,
Gasparik et al. (1995) described an isotypic phase with
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a formula of Na1.8Ca1.1Si6O14, which crystallized at
8–15 GPa, and, as noted above, Scheuermann et al.
(2000) synthesized paqueite at 1.5 GPa.

The EBSD patterns of burnettite (Fig. 5b) can only
be indexed by a C2/c diopside-type structure and we
obtained a best fit using the cell parameters for a Ti3+-
bearing diopside taken from the structure refinement of
a type B Allende CAI (Dowty & Clark, 1973), with a
mean angular deviation of 0.45°, and cell parameters
a = 9.80 Å, b = 8.85 Å, c = 5.36 Å, β = 105.62°, with
V = 447.70 Å3 and Z = 4. The C2/c clinopyroxenes are
major rock-forming minerals (e.g., Deer et al., 1992).
They are chain silicates but can also be thought of as
consisting of alternating tetrahedral and octahedral
layers parallel to (001). The reader is referred to
Cameron and Papike (1981) for a detailed description.
To zeroth order, the partitioning behavior for trace
elements between burnettite and other phases is likely to
be similar to that of Ti3+-bearing clinopyroxenes from
type B inclusions (e.g., Simon et al., 1991). If so,

relative to a CAI-like melt, Sc, V3+, and Ti3+ would be
strongly compatible in burnettite; Hf and Ti4+, slightly
compatible or slightly incompatible; and Zr, Y, Ta, and
the REE, incompatible.

X-ray powder diffraction data (Tables S1 and S2 in
supporting information, in Å for CuKα1, Bragg-
Brentano geometry) for paqueite and burnettite from
A-WP1 were calculated from the above cell parameters
and the empirical formula from this work, using
Powder Cell version 2.4.

Chemical Composition

EPMA analyses of paqueite, burnettite, and other
phases from A-WP1 and CGft-12 are given in Tables 1
and 2. In this section, we consider the empirical
formulas for paqueite and burnettite and how these
formulas relate to nomenclature. We include Ti-, Sc-
enriched clinopyroxenes along with burnettite and
V-rich kushiroites in this section, but compositions of

Fig. 4. Raman spectra of the type paqueite and burnettite in CGft-12 compared to melilite in CGft-12 and the meteoritic
pyroxenes, davisite, and grossmanite, taken from Ma and Rossman (2009a) and Ma and Rossman (2009c), respectively. (Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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other phases are considered in the following section on
coexisting phases or in Ma (2018) and Ma et al. (2021).
It should always be kept in mind that mineral name
designations within solid solutions, such as C2/c
clinopyroxenes, carve out arbitrary boundaries (i.e.,
the mineral names are fundamentally semantic, not
genetic).

Paqueite
The type paqueite in CGft-12 (Fig. 2c) shows

an empirical formula (based on 14 O apfu) of
Ca2.95TiSi2(Al1.60Ti

4+
0.55Si0.40V

3+
0.32Ti

3+
0.13Mg0.02Sc0.01

Zr0.01)O14. The general formula is Ca3TiSi2(Al,Ti,
Si)3O14 and the endmember formula is Ca3TiSi2(Al2Ti)O14.
Most meteoritic and synthetic paqueites are approximately

binary solutions of Ca3Ti
4+Si2Al2Ti

4+O14 (i.e., endmember
paqueite) and Ca3Al2Si4O14 with, typically, up to a few
mole% each of Ti3+-, V3+-, and Mg-bearing components.
Based on the analysis reported by El Goresy et al. (1984),
the phase can also contain several tenths of a wt% of the
heavy REE. Thus, as noted by Paque and Stolper (1984),
variations in the major element chemistry of paqueite can
be described, to zeroth order, in terms of variations in the
concentrations of Si and Ti. In Fig. 6a, cations of Ti4+,
where Ti valence was computed assuming a stoichiometric
paqueite with nine cations and 14 oxygen anions, are
plotted as a function of Si in meteoritic and synthetic
paqueite. Synthetic paqueites cover a much broader range
in composition, with one grain analyzed by Paque et al.
(1994) approaching that of endmember Ca3Al2Si4O14. Note

Fig. 5. EBSD patterns of the new minerals. For each mineral, the EBSD pattern is shown in the left-hand panel and the indexed
pattern in the right-hand panel. The center of each pattern is indicated by a cross. a) EBSD pattern of the type paqueite crystal
shown in Fig. 2a, indexed with the P321 trigonal structure of Scheurmann et al. (2000). b) EBSD pattern of the type burnettite
crystal shown in Fig. 3b, indexed with the C2/c pyroxene structure of Dowty and Clark (1973). (Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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that there is a substantial gap in composition between Ti-
rich paqueites and Ca3Al2Si4O14 (Fig. 6a). Given that the
structure of the Si-endmember could be different from that
of paqueite, the extraordinarily Si-rich phase may reflect a
miscibility gap (i.e., paqueites with intermediate
compositions are unstable at accessible temperatures), but it
is also possible that such Si-rich paqueites are stable but
existing experiments and samples from characterized
natural environments have not accessed the conditions and/
or bulk compositions required to produce it.

Paqueites contain a variety of minor elements that
can potentially help constrain the nature of the
environments in which they formed. Ratios of
multivalent cations such as V and Ti are sensitive to
redox conditions. Neither V2+/V3+ nor Ti3+/Ti4+

content of paqueites have been measured directly.
However, assuming a stoichiometric formula with nine
cations per 14 oxygens, 0–13% of the Ti in paqueites
from CGft-12 and A-WP1 is trivalent, consistent with
calculations of Paque et al. (1994) for paqueite from a
wide variety of CAIs. Calculated Ti3+/Ti4+ is

proportional to the Ti3+ content because the
concentrations of Ti4+ ≫ Ti3+, but we noted no general
correlation with V, which might be expected if
calculated Ti3+ was an artifact of V2+ being ignored. It
is also important to note that the inferred Ti3+/Ti4+ for
paqueite is much lower than in adjacent grossmanite.
For the grossmanite–paqueite pair shown in Fig. 2c,
Ti3+/Ti4+ is 0.04–0.11 in the paqueite compared to 0.5–
4.1 in the grossmanite. This is not entirely a reflection
of tetrahedral Ti4+ in paqueite distorting the calculated
Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio. If it is assumed that only octahedral Ti
is reducible, then (Ti3+/Ti4+)oct, where the subscript
“oct” refers to octahedral sites in the large paqueite
grain shown in Fig. 2c, is 0.11–0.25, still considerably
less than in coexisting grossmanite. Ratios among the
analyzed paqueites in A-WP1 and CGft-12 are as high
as 0.75, but these are still only at the lower end of
values for grossmanite from the same inclusions.

Paqueite grains from A-WP1 and CGft-12 have
0.01–0.08 cations of Sc, 0.06–0.33 cations of V, and
0.01–0.22 cations of Mg pfu. For the latter, most

Table 1. EPMA data for burnettite, paqueite, and associated phases in A-WP1.

Constituent Burnettite Melilitea Paqueite Melilitec Davisite Spinel Hibonite Perovskite

wt% n = 5 SD n = 3 SDb n = 5 SD n = 6 SD n = 3 SD n = 3 SD n = 4 SD n = 6 SD

SiO2 25.69 0.33 23.93 0.23 24.43 0.32 24.76 0.63 25.01 0.06 0.22 0.06 0.49 0.14 0.44 0.31

TiO2
d 4.30 0.10 b.d.e 27.51 0.26 b.d. 6.63 0.59 0.18 0.08 3.05 1.33 54.81 0.24

Ti2O3
d 3.77 4.70

Al2O3 23.37 0.13 33.33 0.48 15.21 0.63 31.95 1.17 24.20 0.35 68.69 0.15 85.00 2.17 0.66 0.12
FeO b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 1.12 0.17 0.19 0.04 b.d.

MgO 1.51 0.08 1.28 0.08 0.18 0.06 1.88 0.30 1.65 0.04 26.44 0.21 1.66 0.65 b.d.
CaO 24.83 0.10 40.09 0.11 29.58 0.36 40.89 0.82 25.49 0.27 0.26 0.00 8.39 0.05 39.45 0.22
Na2O b.d. b.d. 0.62 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.01 b.d. 0.05 0.04 b.d.

V2O3 9.35 0.08 b.d. 1.56 0.21 b.d. 5.27 0.23 1.70 0.06 0.59 0.10 4.79 0.15
Sc2O3 6.89 0.17 b.d. 0.84 0.17 b.d. 7.71 0.67 b.d. b.d. 0.15 0.07
ZrO2 b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 0.30 0.28

Total 99.71 98.63 99.92 99.53 100.71 98.59 99.44 100.60
No. O atoms 6 7 14 7 6 4 19 3
Si 1.01 1.10 2.24 1.13 0.97 0.01 0.06 0.01

Ti4+ 0.13 1.90 0.19 0.00 0.26 0.93
Ti3+ 0.12 0.15
Al 1.08 1.81 1.64 1.74 1.10 1.96 11.31 0.02
Fe 0.02 0.02

Mg 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.12 0.10 0.96 0.28
Ca 1.04 1.98 2.91 2.01 1.06 0.01 1.02 0.95
Na 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.01

V3+ 0.29 0.11 0.16 0.03 0.05 0.09
Sc 0.24 0.07 0.26 0.00
Zr 0.00

Cation sum 4.00 4.98 9.00 5.00 4.00 2.99 13.00 2.00
aNear burnettite.
bOne standard deviation of the mean for all of the cited analyses.
cNear paqueite.
dTi partitioned between TiO2 and Ti2O3 via stoichiometry (see text).
eb.d. = below detection limit, Na 0.03 wt%, Ti 0.06 wt%, Fe 0.16 wt%, V 0.04 wt%, Sc 0.03 wt%.
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analyses have only 0.02–0.04 cations of Mg pfu but one
grain (Fig. 2c), which is surrounded by grossmanite,
displays much higher concentrations (0.03–0.22) and
may be an indicator for paqueite crystallized from
relatively late-stage magnesian melts or equilibrated
with an Mg-rich system. Vanadium concentrations are
bimodal (Fig. 6b). All of the paqueites in A-WP1 have
~0.1 cations of V pfu, as does the CGft-12 paqueite

shown in Fig. 2c. If the paqueite shown in Fig. 2c
equilibrated with the enclosing grossmanite, the
apparent partition coefficient for V, D

Gsm=Paq
V ¼ wt% V

in grossmanite/wt% V in paqueite, where “Gsm” refers
to grossmanite and “Paq” to paqueite ~2. Other
paqueites from CGft-12 have substantially higher
concentrations, 0.24–0.33 cations of V pfu than the
grain shown in Fig. 2c.

Burnettite and Other Clinopyroxenes
Type burnettite from CGft-12 (Fig. 3b) has an

empirical formula (based on six oxygens and four
cations apfu) of Ca1.01(V

3+
0.56Al0.25Mg0.18)(Si1.19Al0.81)

O6. It is a calcic C2/c clinopyroxene with trivalent
cations dominant in the octahedral M1 site and V the
dominant trivalent cation. The general formula is Ca(V,
Al,Mg)AlSiO6 and the endmember formula is
CaVAlSiO6. Burnettite is the V3+-analog of davisite (Sc
dominant in M1), kushiroite (Al), essenite (Fe3+), and
grossmanite (Ti3+). The assignment of a particular name
to a particular clinopyroxene in a type A inclusion is
based on the dominant trivalent cation (diopsides,
which have Mg as the dominant octahedral cation,
occur in the rim regions of CGft-12, but these are
ignored for present purposes) and this can be any of
V3+ (burnettite), Al (kushiroite), Sc (davisite), or Ti3+

(grossmanite). The name can change even within a
crystal (i.e., the designation represents a semantic
binning within a continuum of compositions).

It is important to note that we assumed V to be
trivalent in constructing the empirical formula for
burnettite. Vanadium can assume a wide variety of
valences in crystalline materials, ranging from 0 to 5 (e.g.,
Wong et al., 1984) and, in particular, Simon et al. (2007)
found, using XANES, that about half of the V in Ti3+-
bearing clinopyroxene within Allende type B inclusions
and in Wark–Lovering rims from types A and B
inclusions was divalent. They did not measure V valence
in burnettites, but their result will clearly not extend to
this phase. In Fig. 7, we show cations of Si versus cations
of Mg+Fe–Zr–Ti4+ in the M1 site, a measure of charge
available to charge balance Si, for the type burnettite in
CGft-12. In Fig. 7, all Ti has been computed as Ti4+. If
all of the V is trivalent and all of the Ti is tetravalent, the
data should conform to a line with a slope and
x-intercept of 1, reflecting the substitution of trivalent
cations with molecules of the form CaR3+AlSiO6, where
R3+ represents an arbitrary trivalent cation. In this case,
no divalent cations other than Mg and Fe on the
octahedral site and, in particular, no significant
concentration of V2+, is indicated. Most of the data
adhere closely to the 1:1 line in Fig. 7, consistent with
there being few, if any, divalent cations other than the
observed Mg and Fe being required to account for the

Fig. 6. a) Cations of Si versus cations of Ti4+ pfu with 14
oxygens in meteoritic and synthetic paqueite. Data are from
Barber and Agrell (1994), Beckett and Stolper (1994), Caillet
Komorowski et al. (2007), El Goresy et al. (1984), Krot et al.
(2007), Paque et al. (1994), and this study. b) Cations of Ti3+

in paqueite from A-WP1 and CGft-12 versus cations of V.
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observed Si content. The modest observed deviations
from the line are consistent with the presence of small
concentrations of Ti3+, which was calculated as Ti4+. We,
therefore, conclude that V3+ is the dominant valence for
V in the type burnettite. The highest Si point in Fig. 7 is
exceptional in plotting well below the 1:1 line. This
analysis contains 2.9 wt% Ti computed as TiO2 (versus
0.1–1.1 wt% for the other analyses), but even this
additional Ti is insufficient to account for most of the
discrepancy and the stoichiometry is consistent with no
contamination from adjacent melilite. A simple
explanation for this datum is the presence of significant
concentrations of V2+. Since this analysis is from the rim
of the type burnettite, it suggests that there may have
been a reduction event late in the growth of this crystal.

In the above paragraph, we emphasized V
concentration and valence because these are critical in
defining the new mineral burnettite. By name, however,
there are multiple types of clinopyroxene in A-WP1 and
CGft-12 (burnettite, davisite, grossmanite, kushiroite;
also, diopside, although we are generally ignoring that
phase in this work), reflecting a broad range in
composition. It is by considering all of the clinopyroxenes
together that genetic information is most likely to be
found. Figure 8 shows compositions of clinopyroxenes in
CGft-12 and A-WP1, with associated mineral names for
the former and a generic clinopyroxene designation for
the latter. Consider first the davisite–grossmanite
clinopyroxenes from CGft-12. In Fig. 8a, the Sc-rich
members of this grouping (>6 wt% Sc2O3) lie along a
well-defined line (we also include one Ti-, Sc-rich

burnettite analysis in this grouping). The davisites in this
grouping can be as Sc-rich as those observed by El
Goresy et al. (2002) in CTA Efremovka 101.1, but they
also have considerably more V (7–8 wt% V2O3 versus
1–2 wt%). Mass balance calculations show that data in
the high Sc-portions of this grouping are generally
consistent with two endmembers; one is paqueite and the
other is a mixture of the ultrarefractory minerals eringaite
and warkite. This is discussed below after introducing
mass balance calculations involving paqueite. Observed
low-Sc, high-Ti grossmanites (<2 wt% Sc2O3) range
from 13 to 23 wt% TiO2* (total Ti), generally showing
decreasing V with increasing Ti*.

Most burnettites (and kushiroites) in CGft-12 plot
near the origin in Fig. 8a (i.e., they are Sc-, Ti-poor).
Two burnettites are, however, relatively Ti-rich. One of
these plots with the Sc-rich grossmanites and is
essentially a grossmanite with just enough V to qualify
as a burnettite. The other plots between the bulk of
burnettites plotting near the origin in Fig. 8a and the
low-Ti end of the low-Sc grossmanites. Mass balance
calculations (and other panels in Fig. 8) suggest that
this analysis shows an affinity for the grossmanites and
not the main group of low-Ti, low-Sc burnettites. We,
therefore, include these burnettites in the Sc-, Ti-rich
group and show below that the mechanism of formation
is the same for all of these clinopyroxenes. Finally, with
regard to Fig. 8a, we note that the clinopyroxenes in
A-WP1 are most closely related compositionally to the
davisite–grossmanite grouping in Fig. 8a and we discuss
them together below.

The theme of grossmanites and davisites in CGft-12
all being related can also be elicited from Fig. 8b. Based
on Mg-Ti*, clinopyroxenes from A-WP1 are, again,
closest in composition to this grouping. In Fig. 8c,
davisite–grossmanites in CGft-12 show an overall
negative correlation in Ti*-V, although the low-Sc
grossmanites have a positive correlation. The negative
correlations for davisite + Sc-rich grossmanite in Sc-Ti-V
(Figs. 8a–c) are important in deciphering the significance
of crystallization from a melt in determining the
compositions of clinopyroxene because positive
correlations would be expected in that case (e.g., Simon
et al., 1999). The Sc-rich clinopyroxenes (Fig. 8a)
probably did not crystallize from a late-stage melt of
bulk CAI and, to the extent paqueite is implicated in
their formation, it also did not crystallize from a bulk
melt. It is, however, possible that V-rich condensate
phases melted during a thermal event, creating a V-rich
local melt that did not homogenize before being
swallowed by the advancing crystallization front of the
host melilite. In such a scenario, chemical signatures of
the original condensate grains would have been largely
retained in the crystallized grains. The irregular and

Fig. 7. Cations of Si versus Mg + Fe–Zr–Ti* (all Ti computed
as Ti4+) in type burnettite from CGft-12.
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rounded shapes of many clinopyroxene grains are
consistent with partial dissolution and may hint at more
than one heating event or the survival of original
condensate crystals or relict igneous grains from a
previous melting event. Relict clinopyroxene is
sometimes invoked to explain the presence of

clinopyroxene blebs in the mantles of type B1 inclusions
(e.g., Simon et al., 1991). Clinopyroxene compositions
from A-WP1 invariably plot near those of davisites from
CGft-12, consistent with a similar origin.

The second grouping of clinopyroxenes (kushiroites
and most burnettites) is dominated by variations in V.

Fig. 8. Composition (wt% oxides) of clinopyroxene in CGft-12 and A-WP1. Clinopyroxenes in CGft-12 are coded according to
mineral name. Mineral names for clinopyroxenes in A-WP1 (burnettite, davisite, grossmanite) are not distinguished. a) Sc2O3-
TiO2* (all Ti calculated as TiO2). An unweighted linear regression through the Sc-rich points (Sc2O3 >6 wt%) is shown in the
panel for CGft-12. b) MgO-Sc2O3. An unweighted linear regression for Sc2O3 >6 wt% is shown. c) TiO2*-V2O3. d) MgO–V2O3.
An unweighted regression through burnettites and kushiroites is shown (excluding the Ti-rich burnettite that plots with davisite–
grossmanites in panels a and b). (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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These grains appear not to be mixtures. Hypothetical
endmember compositions (e.g., by extrapolation of
composition trends) are not plausible candidates for
being at the low-Ti end of the mixing line for the
davisite–grossmanite grouping as they are too low in Ti
and too high in Mg at any given V content (e.g.,
Figs. 8a and 8d). We also note, via Fig. 8d, that
concentrations of Mg and V in clinopyroxenes from the
burnettite–kushiroite grouping in CGft-12 are negatively
correlated but that Sc-Ti* values are positively
correlated.

Overall, the compositions of clinopyroxenes in
A-WP1 and CGft-12 suggest that there are two main
populations, even though both groups are anomalous
in being V-rich relative to most observed clinopyroxenes
in type A or ultrarefractory inclusions. The positive Sc-
Ti* correlation for the kushiroite–burnettite grouping is
potentially consistent with crystallization from a melt
where both elements are compatible, but the negative
correlation for the davisite–grossmanite is inconsistent
with crystallization from a melt. Finally, we note that
clinopyroxene included in melilite from A-WP1 and
CGft-12 usually consists of isolated grains (e.g.,
Fig. 3b). We also observed two examples of paqueite
coexisting with clinopyroxene. If these grains
equilibrated with each other, they can be used to get a
rough idea of partitioning between the two phases. The
example shown in Fig. 2c leads to apparent partition
coefficients, D

Gsm=Paq
i of 36 for Mg, 5 for Sc, 2 for V, 1

for Zr, and 0.5 for Ti*.

Other Phases
In general, the primary phase assemblage of a type

A inclusion, whether fluffy or compact, consists of
coarse grains of melilite with inclusions in various
amounts of spinel, hibonite, perovskite, alloys, and
clinopyroxene, usually grossmanite and/or davisite
(e.g., MacPherson & Grossman, 1984; Simon et al.,
1999), and occasionally of interstitial phases. A-WP1
and CGft-12 contain each of these phases plus
paqueite and the clinopyroxene burnettite. A-WP1 also
contains beckettite and a grain of baghdadite (Ma,
2018). Phase assemblages in ALH1 and TS-28 are
consistent with this motif, except that clinopyroxene
was not observed in TS-28 and neither inclusion
contains paqueite.

FTAs in CV3 chondrites are invariably altered to
fine-grained assemblages of grossularite, anorthite �
nepheline after melilite plus a variety of phases altered
from primary inclusions in the melilite. Neither of the
new minerals discussed here formed through this
alteration/metasomatic process. In this section, we give
brief descriptions of the primary phases included in
melilite other than the new minerals. It should be kept

in mind that, where isolated, these phases are not
necessarily cogenetic, with each other or, for that
matter, with the host melilite. The reservoir of grains
that the melilite incorporated may well have contained
material from more than one source and they may have
formed in environments not directly related to their
melilite host. Indeed, we conclude that at least two
distinct environments were sampled by CGft-12.

Spinel
Spinel is the most prominent inclusion in melilite

from A-WP1 and CGft-12. The grains are euhedral to
subhedral (Figs. 1 and 2a) with compositions generally
close to the (Mg,Fe)Al2O4 binary. The Fe is thought to
have been introduced into Allende CAIs during a
secondary metasomatic event (Kurat et al., 1975; Paque
et al., 2007). The origin of minor V in the spinel is less
certain. Connolly and Burnett (1999) and Connolly
et al. (2003) explored V concentrations in spinel from
type B1 inclusions and concluded that the V largely
reflected reequilibration with melt. Paque et al. (2007)
observed examples of highly localized enrichments of V
in spinel associated with the release of correlated V-Fe
from oxidizing alloys and adjacent phases during
planetary metamorphism in an Allende type B1
inclusion but, typically, V and Fe were uncorrelated.
Figure 9 shows cations of V pfu in spinels from type A
inclusions included in melilite or alteration products as
a function of Fe. In CGft-12, Fe contents are quite
variable (0.02–0.26 cations pfu for data from eight
crystals), but V is consistently ~0.03 cations (spinel in
the rim has much lower V, ~0.005 cations pfu). There is
no correlation of V content with Fe or with grain
position within the inclusion and the most likely
explanation is that the V reflects a primary, pre-
alteration signature. CGft-12 captured a population of
spinels with ~0.03 cations pfu of V. Maximum V
concentrations in spinel from type B1 inclusions are
comparable (i.e., 0.02–0.03 cations pfu; e.g., Connolly &
Burnett, 1999), although most spinels appear to have
been modified by reequilibration with a melt. The Fe-V
pattern for spinel in A-WP1 is fundamentally different.
Here, V concentrations at low Fe contents are
comparable to those observed in CGft-12 (i.e., ~0.03
cations pfu), but V generally increases with increasing
Fe and, in particular, the highest V concentrations are
observed in the most hercynitic spinels. The connection
between Fe concentrations and V enhancements above
0.03 cations pfu suggests that V was mobile in A-WP1
during the Fe-metasomatism event. The source of the V
must have been internal to the inclusion prior to
alteration (i.e., not from host Allende matrix, as
otherwise such enhancements would be endemic among
Allende type A inclusions).
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Data from the literature are too sparse to address
the details of V evolution as seen through spinel in
FTAs, but typically no correlation is observed between
V and Fe (MacPherson & Grossman, 1984; Simon
et al., 2001). Only one analysis, from TS-28
(MacPherson & Grossman, 1984), is consistent in Fig. 9
with the Fe-rich data from A-WP1 and could reflect V
enrichment during Fe-metasomatism. The others display
no evidence for secondary V enrichment. Indeed, there
appears to be an anticorrelation between V and Fe for
Fe-enriched spinels described in the literature (Fig. 9).
Overall, spinel in most type As has variable V
concentrations ≤~0.04 cations pfu that are likely
primary with an occasional inclusion showing significant
mobility of V during Fe-metasomatism. The source of V
for these rare occurrences (A-WP1, possibly TS-28) is
unknown but could be related to the alteration of
V-rich phases including, as suggested by Paque et al.
(2007), to oxidation of nearby alloys or to the reaction
of V-rich magnetites derived from such alloys. For both
CGft-12 and A-WP1, spinel inclusions contained a
primary V2O3 content of ~0.04 wt%. Only one source
appears to have been sampled in contrast to the
bimodal distribution of V concentrations observed for
paqueite and perovskite.

Perovskite
Perovskite occurs decorating spinel and as rare

isolated grains included in the melilite of A-WP1 and
CGft-12 (Figs. 1c and 3b; see also figs. 1 and 2 in
Simon et al., 1999). The compositions are all close to
nominal CaTiO3 but with up to 5 wt% V2O3 (~9 mole
%). From Fig. 10, V concentrations for perovskite in
both inclusions cluster around either 0.01 or 0.08
cations pfu with no correlation between V and Fe and
we observed no connection between the chemistry of a
perovskite grain and its shape or style of occurrence.

Fig. 10. Compositions of perovskite. a) Cations of V as a
function of Fe in A-WP1 and CGft-12. Literature data from
Srinivasan et al. (2000) and El Goresy et al. (2002). b) Cations
of Sc, V, and Zr in perovskite from the type A inclusions
A-WP1 and CGft-12 and from warkite-bearing inclusions (Ma
et al., 2020).

Fig. 9. Cations of Fe versus V in FTAs. The curve represents
an unweighted second-order polynomial regression through
data for A-WP1 from this study. The gray line with an
arrowhead is drawn through the average V content for data
from CGft-12. Literature data are taken from Allen et al.
(1978), Fahey et al. (1987), Grossman (1975), Kawasaki et al.
(2017), Krot et al. (2019), Lin and Kimura (2003),
MacPherson and Grossman (1984), and Srinivasan et al.
(2000).
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We interpret these results to imply (1) that the observed
V in these FTA perovskites predates the Fe-
metasomatism event and (2) melilite in CGft-12 and
A-WP1 captured perovskite from at least two distinct
regimes, one of which could involve small-scale partial
melting. The bimodal distribution of V in both
paqueite and perovskite is consistent with grains of
these two phases being drawn from the same reservoirs.
Based on mass balance calculations discussed above,
variations in the compositions of clinopyroxene
inclusions in CGft-12 did not involve perovskite. Yet,
they too appear to have been drawn from two main
lineages.

Direct comparisons of chemistry for perovskite in
A-WP1 and CGft-12 with those from other type As are
not possible at present as none of the available analyses
of perovskite from type As in the literature included V
(e.g., Allen et al., 1978; Grossman, 1975). However,
analytical sums for most of these analyses were close
enough to 100 wt% and the formulas to stoichiometric
CaTiO3 to at least suggest that V contents of these
grains were lower than the several wt% observed in
some perovskites from A-WP1 and CGft-12. More
complete analyses are available for perovskite from
ultrarefractory inclusions containing warkite (Ma et al.,
2020). Perovskites from the type A inclusions plot near
the V-vertex in Fig. 10b. Most of the perovskites from
warkite-bearing inclusions are far lower in V, although
inclusions Moss-1 and V13 are exceptions. Given the
broad-spectrum of Sc/Zr ratios in perovskite from the
warkite-bearing inclusions and V enrichment in some of
them, it is possible that the perovskites in A-WP1 were
derived from a population of perovskites similar to
those observed in warkite-bearing inclusions through
enrichment in V and CaTiO3 (thereby diluting Sc and
Zr). The observed enrichments in V could reflect a
widespread event that affected pre-existing perovskites
in a process that was more efficient than reactions
leading to the destruction of perovskite. Perovskite, for
example, does not appear to have been a significant
direct source of Ca or Ti in the observed
clinopyroxenes. Vanadium enrichment may have been a
key indicator process marking the contribution of
material from an ultrarefractory environment.

Hibonite
Hibonite grains in A-WP1 and CGft-12 have highly

variable chemistry, in contrast to bimodal (paqueite,
clinopyroxene, perovskite) or singular (spinel) popula-
tions based on V. Concentrations of Ti in A-WP1 and
CGft-12 hibonites (1.4–9.6 wt% TiO2) and Mg
(1.0–4.0 wt% MgO) are quite variable and correlated,
which is typical of hibonites in type A inclusions (1.2–8.3
and 0.5–4.3 wt%, respectively; Allen et al., 1978; Bischoff

et al., 1993; Grossman, 1975; Lin & Kimura, 2003; Lin
et al., 2003; MacPherson & Grossman, 1984; Paque,
1987; Simon et al., 2001; Weber & Bischoff, 1997 ). This
reflects a charge-coupled substitution for Al,
2Al3+ = Mg2+ + Ti4+ (e.g., Allen et al., 1978; Simon
et al., 2001). However, hibonites in A-WP1 and CGft-12
also have rather variable concentrations of V2O3 (0.0–
2.2 wt%) and FeO (0.0–0.7 wt%), which again is
comparable to ranges reported in type A inclusions (0.02–
1.6 and 0.0–0.7 wt%, respectively), with the exception
(3.6 wt% FeO) of a highly altered grain of hibonite-(Fe)
(now renamed chihuahuaite) described by Ma (2010). We
did not observe correlations between Fe and V
concentrations, although V contents for hibonite from
CGft-12 do tend to decrease with increasing Fe (i.e.,
hibonite may actually lose V during Fe-metasomatism). It
is worth noting that a continuum of V contents in
hibonite is a different pattern than observed for paqueite
and perovskite, where V concentrations were bimodal
and highly restricted. Given the broad range in Mg-Ti
and V, hibonite in type As accessed a broad range of
environments (i.e., the population of hibonites was well
mixed but not homogenized) and that the process(es)
leading to a bimodal distribution of V contents for
paqueite and perovskite did not occur for hibonite.
Moreover, we see no evidence in the clinopyroxene
compositions for a significant contribution from hibonite.

Alloys
Alloys in A-WP1 are small (<650 nm) but enriched

in refractory metals. Compositions are shown in Fig. 11

Fig. 11. Alloy compositions in A-WP1 and CGft-12 expressed
in terms of Os+W+Re, Ir, and Ru+Mo with mole% Fe + Ni
< 40% and Pt < 5%. Data for A-WP1 are taken from Paque
(1989) and this study and those for CGft-12 are from this
study. Those for warkite-bearing inclusions are from Ma et al.
(2020). The CI ratio for Ir/(Os+W+Re) is indicated. Gray
arrows indicate the direction of equilibrium alloy compositions
as a function of increasing degree of condensation in a cooling
gas of solar composition.
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for CGft-12 and A-WP1, organized in terms of the highly
refractory elements W + Os + Re, the slightly less
refractory Ir, and the moderately refractory Mo + Ru
(i.e., it ignores the least refractory elements present in the
alloy, such as Pt, Ni, and Fe). Also shown is the
trajectory for alloy compositions during equilibrium
condensation from a cooling gas of solar composition
from Campbell et al. (2001). This diagram was used by
Ma et al. (2014b, 2020) to show variations in chemistry
for alloys from ultrarefractory inclusions. Data for
warkite-bearing inclusions (Ma et al., 2020) are shown
for reference. From Fig. 11, the alloys in A-WP1 are
decidedly less refractory than many of the alloy grains in
warkite-bearing inclusions but nevertheless consistent
with expectations for equilibrium condensation. The
melilite host in A-WP1 accessed a generally more evolved
collection of metal than did warkite-bearing inclusions,
missing the more Os-, W-enriched alloys found in the
latter. Alloys in CGft-12 include Ni-, Fe-rich metal
(Ni0.68Fe0.30Co0.02; Ni0.67Fe0.32Pt0.01; Ni0.87Fe0.12Co0.01;
Ni0.49Fe0.36Pt0.10Rh0.03Mo0.02) and small (<600 nm)
refractory grains (Ru0.48Os0.27Fe0.18Ir0.03Ni0.02;
Ru0.47Os0.22Fe0.17Ir0.03). In Fig. 11, the refractory grains
from CGft-12 plot at much lower Ir contents than
expected for equilibrium condensates. These grains could
reflect an unusual environment of formation but, more
likely, constitute either mixtures of Os-W- and Ru-Mo-
enriched alloys within the activation volume for the
analyses or of homogeneous alloys derived from such
mixtures through a thermal event.

DISCUSSION

A basic issue for the origin and evolution of type
As in general and CTAs in particular is the extent to
which melting was involved in producing the observed
minerals and their chemistries. FTAs are generally
thought to be direct gas–solid condensates (e.g.,
MacPherson & Grossman, 1984). As noted above,
melilite in most, if not all, CTAs is likely to have been
crystallized from a melt or derived from material that
had been melted at some point with volatilization
because common enrichments in the heavy isotopes of
Mg and Si (Aléon et al., 2018; Clayton et al., 1988;
Grossman et al., 2008; Mendybaev et al., 2017) are
otherwise hard to explain. These CAIs were, however,
subjected to one or more subsequent thermal events and
it is the nature of these events and implications for
existing minor phases, including the new minerals
burnettite and paqueite, that concern us here. Whether
the most recent thermal event(s) led to significant
melting or metamorphic recrystallization of melilite is a
key focus for many studies of CTAs. Simon et al.
(1999) summarized observations indicating that a CTA

melted at least partially to produce the observed
inclusion. These include the rounded form of the
inclusion, axiolitic growth texture of melilite crystals
from rim inward, igneous partitioning of REEs, positive
correlation of V and Sc in clinopyroxene (both elements
are compatible in clinopyroxene), which should lead to
correlated enrichments during crystallization from a
melt (provided clinopyroxene was the only V-, Sc-rich
phase in the instantaneously crystallizing phase
assemblages), occurrence of clinopyroxene and
perovskite in interstices between melilite crystals, and
the presence of perovskite–clinopyroxene–spinel
symplectites. Variations in oxygen isotopic compositions
have also been proposed to indicate a melting event
(e.g., Aléon et al., 2007; Suzumura et al., 2021).
Metamorphic signatures include homogenous melilite
compositions, straight melilite–melilite grain boundaries,
and 120° triple junctions for melilite. CGft-12 is
rounded and melilite is variably zoned (Ak13–Ak45),
consistent with some melting. However, interstitial
symplectites were not observed and Sc and V in
davisite–grossmanites are negatively, not positively,
correlated (Fig. 8a), implying that the chemistry for
these clinopyroxene inclusions in melilite predated
melting in post-evaporative events. The inclusions in
melilite from CGft-12 and A-WP1 were derived at least
in part from environments anterior to the current
inclusion.

Origin of Paqueite—Condensation and Exsolution

Paque et al. (1994) produced paqueite during late-
stage dynamic crystallization of a type B1 bulk
composition, but these authors also noted a predilection
for meteoritic paqueite to occur at the intersection of
cleavage planes within melilite, which would not be
expected for igneous inclusions. Paqueite is invariably
an inclusion within melilite in coarse-grained CAIs and
not interstitial between grains as would be expected for
a late-crystallizing igneous phase. Meteoritic paqueites
described in this work and the literature probably did
not crystallize from a late-stage melt, although this does
not mean that at least some of the observed crystals of
paqueite did not crystallize from a melt. Paqueite
coexisting with grossmanite could, in principle, have
crystallized from a melt, although even for the grain in
Fig. 2c, the irregular shape of the enveloping
clinopyroxene is surficially inconsistent with this
possibility.

As noted above, apparent partition coefficients
between coexisting paqueite and grossmanite show that
V and Sc are much more compatible in the
clinopyroxene, so that co-crystallization of paqueite and
clinopyroxene would not destroy a V-Sc correlation,
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assuming the mode of instantaneously crystallizing
paqueite during clinopyroxene crystallization was not
much greater than that of the clinopyroxene.

The exsolution of paqueite from nonstoichiometric
melilite needs to be considered. Prismatic inclusions
with long axes tending to align with or be perpendicular
to cleavage cracks within the melilite are Sc- and V-
poor (Fig. 6b). These grains are potential candidates for
exsolution, although it is also possible that the
correlation with cleavage was promoted by paqueite
inclusions initiating the cleavage, as is often observed
for inclusions in steel (e.g., Fairchild et al., 2000). The
paqueites from CGft-12 are relatively low in Sc (0.12–
0.22 wt% Sc2O3) but mostly high in V (2.9–4.4 wt%
V2O3) and, of course, extremely high in Ti. If they were
exsolution products, we would expect relatively low Sc,
as Sc is highly incompatible in the putative source
melilite (e.g., Beckett et al., 1990), but V and Ti
contents of potential source melilite are also quite low.
Even dendritic melilite has essentially stoichiometric
compositions (Stolper & Paque, 1986), which weighs
against the idea that exsolution of paqueite attended the
relaxation of a nonstoichiometric melilite back to a
stoichiometric form. An alternative is that paqueite
grows epitaxially on melilite within small melt inclusions
or as condensates on melilite. However, these grains are
not accompanied by co-crystallizing phases, which
might be expected at least occasionally in such melt
pockets. Many paqueite grains in CGft-12 are similar to
those in A-WP1, but some are quite different. These are
often rounded/etched, larger, and frequently associated
with grossmanite (Figs. 2b and 2c). In one example
(Fig. 2c), paqueite is completely enclosed in
grossmanite. These grains are not good candidates for
exsolution products.

A third potential mode of formation for paqueite in
type A inclusions is condensation from a vapor, which,
on balance, we favor for most occurrences, although
possibly with later modification. The occasional
occurrence of paqueite with clinopyroxene suggests that
grossmanite followed or was coeval with paqueite. We
also note that paqueite and perovskite (also hibonite
and spinel) are not texturally associated. This
observation likely means that reactions such as

Ca2Al2SiO7ðMelÞ þ CaTiO3ðPrvÞ þ TiO2ðgÞþ
SiO2ðgÞ ¼ Ca3TiSi2 Al2Tið ÞO14ðPaqÞ, (1)

where “Mel” refers to melilite, “Prv” to perovskite, “g”
to vapor, and “Paq” to paqueite were not significant
causes of paqueite formation. As an aside, we note that,
in the above reaction, TiO2 and SiO2 are arbitrary
species, although they constitute a thermodynamically

valid representation. If the reaction were to take place
in a cooling gas of solar composition, SiO(g) would be
the dominant species for Si in the vapor and TiO(g) or
TiO2(g) for Ti (e.g., Sharp & Huebner, 1990). Any such
dominant species are thermodynamically connected to
the ones used in Equation 1 and desired species could
be substituted with the reaction being appropriately
balanced using oxygen. Moreover, one could construct
similar representations for equilibration with a melt
(i.e., replace “[g]” in Equation 1 with “[liq],” where
“liq” refers to compounds in the melt). We suggest that
a more appropriate reaction describing the formation of
paqueite is

Ca2Al2SiO7ðMelÞ þ 2TiO2ðgÞ þ SiO2ðgÞ þ CaOðgÞ

¼ Ca3TiSi2 Al2Tið ÞO14ðPaqÞ, (2)

Like reaction (1), reaction (2) requires that melilite be
condensed before paqueite (i.e., gehlenite is a reactant)
and that Ti be incompletely condensed, but it does not
require perovskite to participate in the paqueite
formation reaction. Indeed, due to structural
similarities, once gehlenite condenses, melilite provides a
highly suitable substrate for the nucleation and epitaxial
growth of paqueite. It also provides an abundance of
Ca and Al needed to construct the phase. Assuming the
vapor pressure of Ti was not limiting, one might
therefore expect paqueite to be far more common than
it is. The source of paqueite’s rarity likely lies in the
relative stabilities of paqueite and clinopyroxene.
Paqueite may have a stability field in nebular
environments and, in the presence of melilite, it has a
ready nucleation site, but once clinopyroxene becomes
stable, any exposed paqueite becomes highly reactive.
We see two possibilities for the survival of a condensate
paqueite grain in a CTA. The possibilities are that the
(1) pre-existing grains of paqueite are present in the
proto-inclusion and survive at the peak temperature for
the bulk CAI (i.e., the peak temperature for the CTA is
below the liquidus for paqueite and the dissolution rate
of paqueite into the CTA melt is too slow to destroy
the grain) or (2) the paqueite was introduced to a
molten or partially molten droplet during cooling under
conditions in which the grain survived long enough to
be incorporated into melilite (i.e., there was a late-
refractory dust addition to the molten or partially
molten droplet). The grain was never exposed to the
peak temperature for the inclusion.

Crystallization of Paqueite from Melt

Analyses of clinopyroxene (e.g., Fig. 12) are con-
sistent with paqueite being a reactant in the formation
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of V-, Sc-rich clinopyroxenes. In the above section, we
evaluated expectations for the formation of paqueite as
a condensate but noted that the original condensate
grains could have been lost to a melting event. Here,
there are two basic possibilities. First, there may be
inclusions of condensate grains incorporated into
melilite that melt and recrystallize during a subsequent
heating event, or act as nucleation points for
clinopyroxene. The grossmanite–paqueite pairs shown in
Fig. 2c are examples. A second possibility is that
perovskite partially dissolved into melt and that the Ti,
so freed, was utilized by crystallizing paqueite and
clinopyroxene. A direct reaction between perovskite and
melt to form these phases is, however, contraindicated
because perovskite grains in CGft-12 do not show
rimming clinopyroxene or paqueite and neither
clinopyroxene nor paqueite contains residual perovskite.
Both condensate and crystallization motifs are possible.
It is perhaps worth noting that there are low and high
V families of paqueite. We argued above that low-V
paqueite is a likely reactant for the formation of high
Sc-, Ti clinopyroxene and that ultrarefractory phases
are also implicated. Perovskite is inconsistent with this
derivation.

Origin of Burnettite and Other Clinopyroxenes

Burnettite is a new refractory mineral. It is Sc-rich
(coexisting melilite is Sc-, V-poor, <0.03 wt%), joining
other Sc-rich refractory minerals from carbonaceous
chondrites including allendeite, tazheranite, davisite,
kangite, panguite, eringaite, and thortveitite. Burnettite
is also extraordinarily V-rich. In CAIs, only the primary
V-rich diopsides described by Armstrong et al. (1985)
have comparable V2O3 contents. Yttrium and the REE
were not detected in the clinopyroxenes of A-WP1 and
CGft-12 by EPMA, but the high Sc in clinopyroxenes of
the grossmanite–davisite grouping, which includes some
burnettite, is consistent with derivation from an
ultrarefractory parent and the high Ti3+/Ti4+ suggests
reducing conditions. Coexisting paqueite (Figs. 2b and
2c) is Sc-poor, but, based on stoichiometry, it also likely
contains significant concentrations of Ti3+.

The chemistry of R3+-enriched clinopyroxenes in
CGft-12 and A-WP1 constrains the origin because it
limits possible formation reactions. Compositions of the
Sc-, Ti-enriched clinopyroxenes in CGft-12 can be mass
balanced using paqueite, one or both of the
ultrarefractory phases eringaite and warkite, and
gehlenite with gaseous contributions for Si and V. There
are two distinct groups of clinopyroxenes in type A
inclusions. Figure 12 shows TiO2*-Al2O3 for
clinopyroxenes from type A inclusions obtained in this
study and warkite-bearing inclusions from Ma et al.
(2020). Ti-Al relationships among Ti-enriched
clinopyroxenes (davisites, grossmanites, and some Ti-
rich burnettites) from CGft-12 and A-WP1 are
consistent with sourcing from paqueite, melilite, and
one or more of eringaite, warkite, and vapor. Note that
endmember paqueite is a better fit as the Ti-rich
contributor to clinopyroxene than is the observed V-rich
paqueite. This suggests that it was low-V paqueites that
were the parents for high-Ti clinopyroxenes. The Ti-rich
clinopyroxenes also generally have high Sc contents,
which most likely comes, based on mass balance using
numerous candidate ultrarefractory phases, from
eringaite and warkite. Note also that the low-Ti limit
for davisite–grossmanite in Fig. 12 is consistent with the
exhaustion of one or more of paqueite, eringaite, and
warkite. Although a few of the clinopyroxenes from
warkite-bearing inclusions have compositions consistent
with the Ti-rich group from CGft-12, most of them are
off-trend relative to the high-Ti group and consistent
with warkite as a major contributor to the Ti, as noted
by Ma et al. (2020). Kushiroites and most burnettites in
CGft-12 are high in V and low in Sc and Ti. From mass
balance and a condensation perspective, these grains
likely formed from gehlenite and vapor (source of V
and Si) with minor contributions from a low-Ca,

Fig. 12. TiO2*-Al2O3 for clinopyroxenes in CGft-12 and A-
WP1 (this study) and warkite-bearing inclusions (Ma et al.,
2020). Also shown are compositions of other phases.
Er = eringaite (Ma et al., 2020); Ge = endmember gehlenite;
Hib = hibonite (this study); Paq = paqueite in CGft-12;
PT = Ti-endmember of paqueite, Ca3TiSi2(Al2Ti)O14;
Sp = endmember spinel; Vap = vapor. Note that the plotted
composition of the vapor assumes that partial pressures of Ti
and Al species in the vapor are negligible.
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aluminous phase (e.g., spinel). Paqueite was not
involved. Beckettite, a vanadium calcium aluminate,
was also not a significant reactant. It is also notable
that no combination of paqueite and clinopyroxene
compositions observed in CGft-12 can account for the
bulk composition of the observed perovskite. This
would have been expected had perovskite been the sole
source for these elements. Therefore, perovskite was not
a reactant in the formation of clinopyroxene in CGft-12.
Precursors to perovskite and clinopyroxene in CGft-12
formed and arrived separately.

Results of the above mass balance calculations
are consistent with an origin for the observed
clinopyroxenes via combinations of various condensate
grains (i.e., their compositions reflect condensate
precursors). It does not, however, follow that the
observed grains must therefore be condensates.
Available phase equilibria provide two key constraints.
At temperatures near or above the liquidus for the bulk
inclusion, any crystal within a precursor inclusion
would be exposed to the melt and, given sufficient
time, it would dissolve. For CTA inclusions, liquidus
temperatures are roughly 1450–1550 °C, with
temperature increasing with increasing mode of spinel
and/or decreasing average Ak for the melilite (Paque &
Stolper, 1984; Stolper, 1982). To account for observed
bulk compositions and isotopic fractionations, at least
one brief excursion to temperatures near or above the
liquidus was likely in the history of some CTAs (e.g.,
Mendybaev et al., 2021). A condensate grain whose
liquidus temperature was below that of the surrounding
melt would itself melt and therefore be destroyed,
although the chemical and isotopic signatures could be
retained if the thermal event was too brief to allow the
homogenization of the anomalous melt produced by the
condensate crystal or if the condensate crystal was
introduced in a late salting event during cooling, as is
sometimes proposed to account for nucleation in
chondrules (e.g., Connolly & Hewins, 1995). A second
important temperature is the solidus for the melilite
hosting an inclusion. For clinopyroxene and paqueite
inclusions in CGft-12, host melilite is typically ~Ak30,
whose solidus is ~1425 °C (Mendybaev et al., 2006).
Once enclosed in the host melilite, an inclusion may
melt, recrystallize, or react with the melilite, but it will
survive as an inclusion as long as the host melilite
survives. In principle, one could directly constrain the
thermal history of the host inclusion through a
knowledge of the stabilities of the inclusion phases and
their phase equilibria in melilite-saturated environments.
Diopside, which is a significant component in the
clinopyroxenes (0.1–0.3 pfu; cf. Table 2), melts at
1392 °C (Adams, 1914; Hudon et al., 2005). An
endmember diopside grain would immediately melt if

exposed to a temperature higher than 1392 °C, so a
surviving condensate diopside grain in melilite of a
CTA would require introduction at a lower temperature
(i.e., a late salting event). Unfortunately, the effects of
burnettite, davisite, grossmanite, and CaTi4+Al2O6

components, which constitute 70–90% of the
clinopyroxene compositions in CGft-12, on the liquidus
temperature are unknown, as are the liquidus
temperatures for meteoritic paqueite. It seems unlikely,
however, that their liquidus temperatures are so high
that the observed clinopyroxenes could have survived
the high peak temperatures invoked for evaporative
processes that affected the bulk CAIs (e.g., Mendybaev
et al., 2021). Nor are there phase diagrams that describe
the stabilities of these phases in melilite-bearing systems
or in bulk CTA-like melts. Predicting responses of
observed clinopyroxene or paqueite inclusions in CGft-
12 orA-WP1 for a specific thermal history could
introduce some powerful constraints, but it is not
currently possible to access this information.

Significance of Vanadium in CAI Phases

Vanadium is a moderately refractory element in
nebular settings. If solution into low-V phases is
suppressed, V2O3 and VO are the first V-rich phases to
condense at equilibrium, 1429 K in a cooling gas of
solar composition referenced to a total pressure of
10−4 atm (Lodders, 2003). This is substantially lower
than for the ultrarefractory elements like Zr (ZrO2;
1764 K) and Sc (Sc2O3; 1659 K) and of refractory
phases such as hibonite (1659 K), perovskite (1593 K),
grossite (1542 K), and melilite (gehlenite at 1529 K) but
higher than spinel (1397 K), anorthite (1387 K), or
forsterite (1354 K), where all of the stated condensation
temperatures are taken from Lodders (2003). That said,
it is clear from data in this and other studies (e.g.,
Simon et al., 1999; Paque et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2020)
that V is soluble at relatively high concentrations
(>~1 wt%) in clinopyroxene, spinel, hibonite, paqueite,
rhönite, warkite, eringaite, and perovskite. Since the
solar abundance of V is only 0.5% of Al + Ti on a
weight basis, all of the V could, in principle, be
accommodated during condensation as a minor element
in refractory and ultrarefractory oxide phases.
Condensation calculations (e.g., Lodders, 2003) predict
that V2O3 and VO are the condensate sinks for V, but
these phases are not observed in meteorites and
probably never become stable in a cooling gas of solar
composition due to the presence of other phases taking
up minor amounts of V. There are no thermodynamic
data for the solution of V into most of these phases,
making this V solubility phenomenon invisible to most
condensation calculations. This is a recognized limiting
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problem for using V-bearing phases to constrain
nebular environments. Lodders (2002), for example, did
some exploratory calculations for condensation in the
atmospheres of dwarf stars that considered the ideal
solution of vanadium oxides into other phases. Such
calculations are, however, hampered by the absence of
any underpinning thermodynamic data.

The presence of V-enriched phases, clinopyroxene,
perovskite, and paqueite in A-WP1 and CGft-12 is
consistent with the acquisition of a collection of grains
sampling a region in which V was tracing evolution.
Melilite, which was critical to the formation of paqueite
and clinopyroxene, has a low solubility for V, but most
of the phases observed as inclusions in host melilite can
take in significant concentrations of this element and we
can, therefore, use this feature to constrain their
formation. A basic condensation scenario for phases
included in melilite from type A inclusions that derives
in part from the observed V would be:

(1) Condensation of low-V warkite, eringaite, hibonite,
perovskite, and spinel. Other refractory and
ultrarefractory phases, such as tazheranite, allendeite,
corundum, grossite, etc., would presumably also have
appeared by the time/place according to the above
listed minerals, but they are not included in the
phases observed or inferred to have been present in
type As.
(2) Condensation of gehlenite.
(3) Condensation of low-V paqueite. Paqueite forms
by the reaction of melilite and minor aluminous
phase(s) with vapor. The partial pressure of Ti in the
vapor is greatly reduced.
(4) Condensation of davisite–grossmanite. These Sc-,
Ti-enriched clinopyroxenes form by the reaction of
paqueite � warkite and eringaite with vapor (source
of V and Si). This process exhausts readily accessible
eringaite. Some previously condensed perovskite and
paqueite reequilibrate with vapor to become
V-enriched or new V-rich grains of these phases.
(5) Condensation of burnettite–kushiroite. Where
paqueite, warkite, and eringaite are unavailable,
gehlenite reacts with vapor to form low-Ti, -Sc
clinopyroxene (burnettite, kushiroite). Since these
pyroxenes generally have Al/Ca ratios that are
slightly higher than in gehlenite, an aluminous phase
is likely also involved. Relative timing of events (4)
and (5) is uncertain because the dominant difference
is the presence or absence of previously condensed
phases, which could be either spatially or temporally
driven. The argument for paqueite undergoing this
process follows from mass balance calculations
suggesting that surviving V-free paqueites better fit
the compositions of davisite–grossmanite than do V-
enriched paqueites. Generally speaking, low-V phases

would be expected before (e.g., temperature is too
high) and after (e.g., V is fully condensed) a limited
time–space regime within which V-rich phases can be
produced.
(6) Condensation of diopside. Although not discussed
above, magnesian clinopyroxene is common in the
outer regions of ultrarefractory inclusions (e.g., Ma
et al., 2020) and it likely marks the beginning of
condensation of Mg-rich phases.
Note that the above sequence does not include any

thermal events leading to partial or complete melting.
Such events would have post-dated the condensation
processes outlined above (or they were spatially
separated) and could have resulted in partial or
complete destruction of the original condensate phases,
depending mostly on when such phases were introduced
into the proto-inclusion and the intensity of such
thermal events. Moreover, grains may have been
introduced or crystallized during one event and
modified or destroyed in the next.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Inclusions in melilite from type A inclusions did not
all equilibrate with each other. Instead, they sampled a
small number of discrete environments and reactions
within a spectrum of processes and/or environments.
Vanadium enrichment of phases included in melilite
from type As generally predates formation and
alteration of melilite in the current inclusion and can be
used to infer relative timing in the production of
observed inclusions, even if later melted and
recrystallized. Paqueite initially condensed through the
reaction of gehlenite with vapor and subsequently
reacted with vapor and the ultrarefractory phases
eringaite and warkite to produce davisite–grossmanite
(and some Ti-, Sc-rich burnettite). In the absence of
paqueite and the ultrarefractory phases, the reaction of
melilite with vapor (source of V and Si) resulted in low
Ti-, Sc- burnettite–kushiroite clinopyroxenes. The
chemistry of CGft-12 and A-WP1 inclusions in melilite
generally reflects nebular processes. Timing for the
introduction of what are now clinopyroxene and/or
paqueite inclusions in melilite is unknown but likely late
in a melting event when temperatures were sufficiently
low that the condensate grains or melts whose
compositions were dominated by former condensate
grains could survive long enough to be incorporated
into host melilite. Spinel in A-WP1 is exceptional in
showing enrichment in V correlated with Fe that
occurred during Fe-metasomatism. The alteration
process appears to have mobilized V, so that secondary
phases acquired some of the V originally present in
some of the primary phases.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found in
the online version of this article.

Table S1 Calculated X-ray powder diffraction data
for paqueite from the Allende CAI A-WP1 (Irel>1). The
strongest reflections are given in bold.

Table S2 Calculated X-ray powder diffraction data
for burnettite from the Allende CAI A-WP1 (Irel>1).
The strongest reflections are given in bold.
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